More than $400 billion in federal acquisitions have successfully used Noblis tools and services. Over 99% were accomplished without a sustained vendor protest.

## SOLICITATION MANAGEMENT TOOLS:

### Q&A MANAGEMENT
Organizes questions received from industry, facilitates workflow to develop answers, and flags items that require changes to the RFP, bid model, or evaluation criteria.

### TECHNICAL DATA REPOSITORY
Facilitates the secure exchange between government and industry of large supporting data. Assists the government to gauge the market interest level for the solicitation.

### VENDOR PROPOSAL SUBMISSION PORTAL
Equips the government with a portal designed for complex acquisitions with high volume CLINs or pricing elements. Errors and submission rounds are reduced through a structured submission process to facilitate vendor compliance for delivering proposal and pricing materials.

### SOURCE SELECTION EVALUATION
Provides the government a structured online environment customized to each evaluation for conducting the source selection. Organizes data to facilitate a defensible award decision.

### COMPLEX PRICE EVALUATION
Enables price analysts conducting fair and reasonable determinations of vendor pricing to make sound decisions through automation and error checking capabilities. Used in conjunction with the Vendor Proposal Submission Portal.
Why Noblis?
Noblis is a nonprofit science and technology organization with a reputation for independent objectivity that brings the best of scientific thought, engineering expertise, and strategic management. We work with a wide range of government and industry clients in the areas of national security, intelligence, transportation, healthcare, environmental sustainability, and enterprise engineering. Together with our wholly owned subsidiary, Noblis ESI, we solve difficult problems of national significance and support our clients’ most critical missions.

Client Success Stories

Providing Tools and Services for a Successful, Protest-Free $4.3B DoD Contract

The DoD was challenged to conduct a high-profile source selection for an integrated solution to manage healthcare records across multiple agencies, facilities and environments. The DoD turned to Noblis for solicitation management tools and services to successfully award the $4.3B contract, an amount well under the $11B Independent Government Cost Estimate (IGCE). Noblis Solicitation Management tools created strong debriefs, resulting in a successful contract award—without a filed protest!

Guiding GSA and Creating a Flexible, Future-Proof Telecommunications Contract

How does a large, complex, multi-award telecommunications contract designed for use across the federal government get awarded? GSA had the challenge of structuring a flexible telecommunications contract to provide agencies the ability to consolidate many disparate contracts, save time, reduce cost, and acquire emerging technologies. The $50B EIS contract was successfully awarded after navigating through a pre-award and post-vendor protest. Thanks to the data and structure provided by Noblis Solicitation Management tools, ten vendors were successfully awarded GSA EIS contracts.
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